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pacemaker for trains to come 

Gliding through the night, slipping past the friendly smoothest-riding, most luxurious sleeping car 
lights of California's coastal towns, Southern Paci- train in America. Noted for i t s  fine meals and 
fic's famous streamlined Lark speeds overnight be- service and its ingenious private rooms, the Lark 
tween San Francisco-Oakland and Los Angeles. has many unique features. One of these is the 

Experienced travelers consider the Lark the magnificent Lark Club, a combination dining room 

sop ThÃ friendly Southern Papifif 
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THE HARVARD REPORT 
By C. K. JUDY 

E VERY college man amuses himself at times with 
casting a backward glance at his years m school. 
What did those years give me? Does their contri- 

hution fit harmoniously into the pattern of my life? 
Would I, could I begin again, revise my course of study? 

A critical examination of many replies to such ques- 
tions yields generalizations, each of which may become 
a focal partisan issue: basic science or technology; voca- 
tional courses or liberal; natural or social science? For 
several years, the advocates of liberal education have 
issued manifestoes and appeals i n  an effort to check the 
over-emphasis on science and on vocation in educational 
practice. The war stimulated them to greater effor 
it seemed that in war the paramount value of s 
and technology would cheapen still further the liberal 
courses. Parenthetically, it might be noted that the cli- 
max of destruction and the war's end have, ironically 
enough, generated a reaction among scientists them- 
selves; some, at least, are favoring the inclusion of the 
social sciences as heneficiarie~ under the Bush Plan-the 
most grandiose proposal ever made for subsidizing scien- 
tific investigation. 

Closely similar to the revisionist campaign waged by 
the exponents of liberal education is the reform pro- 
posed by the Harvard report (General Education in a 
Free Society: Haward University Press) ; the authors 
indeed admit that they might have used the term 
"liberal" instead of "general" had they been talking only 
of college curricula. 

COMMITTEE APPOINTED 

Three years ago the president of Harvard University 
appointed a committee of twelve to study American edu- 
cation and to make a report on "The Objectives of a 
General Education in a Free Society." The report, pub- 
lished recently, is a model of analysis and conservative 
appraisal. It cannot fail to interest an alumnus of the 
Institute, and for two reasons: it presents a rationale of 
general or liberal education, against which as a back- 
ground he may set his own experience in college (for 
better, for worse) ; and it sharpens for his attention as 
a parent the outlines of an education for his children 
in high school or college. 

REPORT COVERS WIDE FIELD 

The report is not about Harvard University: only one 
of its six chapters is given over to suggested irnprove- 
ments in the Harvard curriculum; four chapters are 
devoted to high school and college in general, and one 
to adult and extra-academic education. In  the four chap- 
ter* presenting the general argument, the high school is 
oftener under discussion than the college, and rightly 
so, for high school graduates outnumber college grad- 
uates six to one; and all have equal rights in a free 
society. 

Education is our labor-saving device to enable a man 
to live a good life in the environment in which he finds 
himself. Now for some time-roughly for a hundred 
years-the multiplication of the fields of knowledge, 
mainly scientific and technological, and the need for 
developing expertness through a kind of division of 
labor, have led to a multiplication of courses in  schools 
to keep pace with the changing world we see. Spectac- 
ular changes have diverted our attention from the con- 
stants, or the more slowly changing elements, in human 
life: the common ground, the traditional wisdom, the 
inheritance, we enjoy without earning. We are not born 
in a vacuum. There is a tension in life between the 
divisive influence of separate interests and the unifying 
influence of common beliefs and ideals. The Haward 
committee contends that at  the present moment it is the 
common ground that needs emphasis. 

"A supreme need of American education is for a unifying 
putpose and idea. As recently as a century ago, no doubt 
existed about such a purpose: it Was to train the Christian 
citizen. Nor was there doubt how this training was to be 
accomplished. The student's logical powers were to be 
formed by mathematics, his taste by the Greek and Latin 
classics, his speech by rhetoric, and his ideals by Christian 
ethics . . . this enviable certainty both of goal and means 
has largely disappeared. . . . For some decades the mere 
excitement of enlarging the curriculum and making place for 
new subjects, new methods, and masses of new students 
seems quite pardonable to have absorbed the energies of 
schools and colleges . . . In recent times, however, the 
question of unity has become insistent. We are faced with 
a diversity of education which, if it has many virtues, never- 
theless works against the good of society by helping to destroy 
the common ground of training and outlook on which any 
society depends." 

(Continued on. Page 9J 
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Fluoroscopic Examination of Metallic Objects 
By B. CASSEN 

A LTHOUGH since their discovery some half century 
ago, X-rays have been used in a big way for 
medical applications, their industrial applications 

to metallic materials has been restricted primarily to the 
detection of flaws in castings and other metal parts by 
radiography. In radiography, the image of any defect is 
recorded on a photographic film. The industrial appli- 
cation of fluoroscopy, that is, the observation of metallic 
objects by means of fluorescent screens, has been very 
slow. This condition may be attributed, in part, to in- 
sufficient knowledge of the signficance of the observed 
image on the fluorescent screen. Even in radiography, 
the absence of a thorough understanding of the sig- 
nificance of certain defects has led to the tendency to 
play well on the safe side and to reject structural items 
for any detectable defective condition. 

During the war a large tonnage of X-ray film, besides 
mnch critical equipment and manpower. was used to 
inspect radiographically very large quantities of alumi- 
num alloy and magnesium alloy castings used in aircraft. 
The acceptance standards in many cases were set so high 
that castings could not have any radiographically detec- 
table defects if they were to pass inspection. This drastic 
selection procedure may be justified on the basis that if 
only one bomber conld be saved, it would he worth the 
loss of questionable parts by rejection. Holvever the 
real basis for this procedure has been lack of confidence 
brought about by absence of precise knowledge. The 
use of the mnch more rapid and cheaper method of 
inspection, by fluoroscopy, was not considered to he 
adequate because the very small defects observed on 
X-ray film could not be detected with the fluoroscopic 
equipment then available. 

THE PROBLEM 

It is recognized that if the limitations of fluoroscopy, 
as applied to metallic parts. conld he established, time 
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and photographic materials could be saved. Several 
individuals associated with aircraft production problems, 
sensing the unsatisfactory foundations of X-ray inspec- 
tion and the benefits to he derived from fluoroscopic 
inspection, recommended that the Office of Production 
Research and Development of the War Production Board 
support a n  inve~igation of the possibilities and limita. 
tions of fluoroscopic methods of inspecting metallic 
materials. This investigation was assigned to the Cali- 
fornia Institute of Technology under a contract with the 
Office of Production Research and Development of the 
War Production Board. 

The purpose of this investigation was to determine the 
limitations and the reliability of lluoroscopic methods 
of examination of metallic materials, in comparison with 
radiographic methods, as a supplement to, or replace- 
ment for, radiography of metallic materials., and to ex- 
tend the field of usefulness of fluoroscopy by improve- 
ment in equipment and technique. 

PRELIMINARY SURVEY 

As this work was started, commercial fluoroscopic 
equipment was onlv beginning to make its appearance 
for the examination of industrial products. This equip- 
ment was largely limited to specially designed industrial 
units for detecting frozen fruit, or detecting foreign mat- 
ter in foodstuffs, or for  the examination of plastic parts. 
As one of these industrial units was not immediately 
available, a somewhat similar unit was constructed at  
California Institute of Technology. This consisted of an 
oval, wooden structure on which were mounted sliding 
trays attached to an endless chain driven by a motor. 
These trays, traveling within a tunnel structure, were 
loaded with the object to be examined. The object then 
passed over an X-ray tube mounted below the trays. 
suitably protected with lead sheet. Above the trays, on 
the observer's side of the equipment, were a fluorescent 

screen and a lead glass protective window. 
The observer was then able to look through 
the lead glass screen with safety and 
observe the image of the object on the fluo- 
rescent screen. The X-ray tube, having a 
focal spot of 2.4 mm., was mounted at a 
point 20% inches below the trays carrying 
the object. The X-ray equipment was 
operated at a voltage of 140 kvp. 

As a preliminary measure, this eqnip- 
ment was taken to several commercial 
foundries where large numbers of identical 
castings could he examined. More than 
6,000 castings, including sand castings, 
permanent mold castings, and die castings, 
of 356T6, 195T6, and 4.3 aluminum alloy, 
and sand and permanent mold castings of 
Dow metal 17 and other magnesium alloys, 



staff. The whole purpose of this prograin was to become 
acquainted with the nature of the problem of fluoroscopy. 

With fluoroscopic examination it is customary to adapt 
the observer's eyes to the dark before beginning obser- 
vation. This is normally done because of the low in- 
tensity of brightness on the fluoroscopic screen. Such a 
procedure was followed in this exploratory study. How- 
ever, it was found that adaptation to the levels of illu- 
mination present on the fluoroscopic screen rather than 
to the dark was desirable. In general, the results of this 
preliminary study were enlightening only in the sense 
that fluoroscopy under the conditions experienced could 
serve as a screening test prior to radiography for the 
detection of large defects. Furthermore, conditions were 
not always, reproducible at the places where the investi- 
gations were made. It was apparent that certain variables 
required investigation. 

VARIABLES 

The fluoroscope was modified so that the effect of some 
of the variables could be studied. The X-ray tube was 
mounted so that i t  could be adjusted to any distance - -L------ 

from the object that might be desired. A set of artificial Outline drawing of first model of the fluoroscope 
specimens was made. These consisted of sandwiches of 
two flat blocks of 3S0 aluminum alloy, each block being 
2% inches long, Ivy inches wide, and I /  inch thick, 
making the total thickness of each specimen $!! inch. The 
effective thickness of these specimens was increased by 
adding additional sheets of aluminum. Artificial defects 
in the forms of spherical cavities, long cylindrical cavi- 
ties, and flat, washer-shaped cavities were introduced at 
the surface between the two blocks of each sandwich. 
These defects were of known dimension. A group of 
these specimens was then placed in the field of ohser. 
vation together with some specimens which did not have 
any defects. A large number of observers examined 
these specimens and reported what they saw. The thick. 
ness of the defects varied from 0.005 inch to 0.063 inch. 
Each of the observers was scored for each observational 
condition, namely, the position of the tube and the posi- 
tion of the screen with respect to the casting. The first, 
and probably most significant, result was found when 
the X-ray tube was only a short distance from the object 
under examination. This condition had the effect of 
increasing the intensity on the fluorescent 
screen by a factor of almost 10. The visual 
brightness of the screen became sufficiently 
high to make seeing an easier task and to 
make dark adaptation of the observer nn. 
necessary. Under this condition it was 
found that anyone, old o r  young, having 
ordinary good vision for reading, made a 
satisfactory observer, although some per. 
sons were more imaginative thah others. 

With the higher X-ray intensity obtained 
with a short tuhe screen distance, it was 
found that the lead glass discolored very 
rapidly, making observation difficult. This 
difficulty was eliminated by utilizing a new 
type of protective window. This consisted 
of a Incite box or cell filled with a satnr. 
ated acqumus solution of lead perchlorate. 
Lead perchlorate is sufficiently soluble in 

AT RIGHT: 
Rear view of fluoroscope with 220 
kv. constant potential X-ray unit 
[rock of artificial specimens are 

ready to  enter fluoroscope). 

water so that the actual lead content of a 3 inch thickness 
of the saturated solution is equivalent to about 14 inch of 
metallic lead. If properly prepared, the solution is  as 
clear as pure water. The refractive index of the solution 
is about the same as that of Incite, so that no reflections 
occur at the Incite-solnti~n interface. X-rays appear to 
have no effect upon this window, 

ROTATIONAL EFFECT 

When the target of the X-ray tube is not far from the 
object being examined, a small relative motion of the 
tuhe and object produces an appreciable rotational dis- 
tortion of the X-ray shadow on the fluorescent screen. 
Advantage was taken of this effect by making the tube 
movable across the normal field of view. By moving the 
tube back and forth it was then possible to examine first 
one side of a rib or lug abd thtn the other. This is an 
important feature of fluoroscbpy, and, coupled with the 
high X-ray intensity obtainable with short tube object 
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distance, hrings fluoroscopy into the realm of commercial 
usefulness. 

FIELD TESTS 

After the most suitable conditions for fluoroscopic 
observation had been established, the equipment was 
moved to three commercial X-ray laboratories, where 
some 10,000 aircraft aluminum alloy castings were ex- 
amined with the fluoroscope. Installation of the equip- 
ment at  these places permitted the inspection of large 
numbers of castings that were being radiogiaphed. The 
radiographs produced on these particular castings were 
read by members of the project staff, who then compared 
the results with those obtained bv fluoro5ro-~ic i n q n e ~ t i o n  

AT LEFT: 
View of inside of fluoroscope. 
SH-Shuttle, Tr-Shuttle track, 
G-Spindle for specimen sup- 
p o r t ,  M - M o t o r  t o  r o t a t e  
spindle.  L S - L e a d  sh ie ld ,  
S-Screen, Mz-Motor to position 

screen. 

In most respects the present basis for the rejection of 
castings by radiography is not strictly rational. It is 
founded upon the judgment and experience of those 
concerned with the use of the individual castings and 
upon the results of a few tests. With the demonstration 
that the fluoroscopic method of inspection is adaptable 
to the detection of certain types and sizes of defects 
within certain limitations of thickness, the question 
arises: Are the defects which can be seen in  the radio- 
graph. but are too small to be seen fluoroscopically, 
contributory to decreased strength of the casting? It is 
granted that some attempts have been made to obtain a 
correlation between the presence or absence of defects, as 
determined radiographically, and the strength of a given 

defects are so widely diversified in even one typ 
casting that the problem becomes very complex. 
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On mire of a statistical hasi 
As an exploratory measur 

of a given casting were se 
these 500 castings, approxi 
graphically rejected by the consumer's inspector. The 
other 100 castings had been radioaranhicallv accented. u " ' 
These castings were again radiographed by a commercial 
X-ray laboratory, fluoroscopically examined, and stati- 
cally tested in a universal testing machine. From these 
tests it was found that the average strength of the cast- 
ings which were accepted on the basis of commercial 
radiography was not greater than the average strength 
of the rejected castings. It was apparent that very large 
defects had some effect in reducing the strength of the 
part. It was particularly noticed that the variation in 
the strength of the accepted casting was in general as 
great as that observed in the rejected casting. This 
variation may well he associated with the variation in the 
strength of the material itself. I t  was further observed 
that defects which communicate with the surface near 
the region of maximum stress contributed more to failure 
than any other type of defect. 

This preliminary work was carried out on some addi- 
tional castings, although in not quite such large num- 
bers. In general the results were about the same, and 
in general it was concluded, as a first approximation, 
that defects which could not be detected fluoroscopically 
had a negligible effect upon the strength of the casting. 
While these results do not give any quantitative evalua. 
tion of the significance of various types of defects, they 
have definitely pointed to a problem which should be 
investigated further. 

RADIOGRAPHIC CONSISTENCY 

One may pose the question: If a particular casting is 
radiographed independently by three different X-ray 
lahoratories, all of which are well qualified to conduct 
such work, will the three radiographs all reveal the same 
defects? To assist in securing an answer to this question, 
approximately 2,000 castings were submitted in turn to 

Showing artificial defect specimen-inner surface. 
The number, distribution and character of defects 

are widely diversified. 
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A casting being viewed in the fluroscope. 

three different commercial X-ray laboratories. Each 
lahoralory used its own technique in making the radio- 
graphs. All of the radiographic filmb produced by all of 
the laboratories were then read by a member of the 
project staff. These same castings were then inspected 
fluoroscopically and a record made of the examination 
of each casting. These results were then analyzed, defect 
for  defect. This analysis showed that less than half of 
the defects detectahle on the films of one of the three 
laboratones were detectable on the films of the other two 
lahoratories. In other words, approximately 5,000 of 
the total of 10,000 defects were detectahle on the films 
of all three laboratories. Approximately this same num. 
her of defects was observed fluoroscopically. 

It appears from this study that the number of defects 
that can he detected in an aluminum alloy with a fair 
degree of cerlainty by commercial radiography is com- 
parable with the number that can be detected with high 
brightness rotational fluoroscopy. 

HIGH VOLTAGE FLUOROSCOPY 

With the experiences cited so far. in which equipment 
operating at a voltage of approximately 150 kvp was 
employed, one may ask: ""If higher brightness of the 
screen resulted in considerable improvement in the re. 
sults, why would not higher X-ray voltage give con- 
siderable improvement?" Certainly with thicker castings 
higher brightness can only be secured by using higher 
voltages, thus securing greater penetration of X-rays. 
However, i t  is known that at  higher voltages the X-ray 
contrast is decreased. In spite of this decrease in con- 
trast, the increase in brightness of the screen may have 
a compensating effect. 

(Continued on Page 12)  
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An Engineer Before the United States Supreme Court 
N Washington. D. C.. in a massive monumental temple 
dedicated to Justice. sits the United States Supreme 
Court. The cornerstone of one of the three branches 

of our  Federal Government, its part in our  daily lives is 
little appreciated or  understood. The  executive and legis- 
lative divisions receive the popular acclamation and de- 
n~~nciat iot i .  and slight attention is given to the fact that 
the words and acts of these two go for  naught if they 
fail to stand the tests to which they may be subjected by 
the court. 

There are times when the importance of this tribunal 
is firmly brought to the attention of the public. An in- 
stance was the Schechfer Chicken Case. 295 U .  S. 495. 
which resulted in the disintegration of the N.R.A. Gen- 
erally. however. the effect of the court's decisions is not 
so immediately visible and accordingly not so generally 
appreciated. 

That our  government and nation are what they are 
today is to be credited in large part to the early deci- 
sions of the Supreme Court during the formative years. 
The struggle in the court between those favoring a strong 
central Federal Government and those opposing it was 
crucial in our history. No name stands out more clearly 
in this connection than that of John Marshall. 

The  constituency of the court changes as death comes 
to its members, or  as they retire, and with the coming 
of even one new member the direction of the evolution 
of the law can veer sharply. The court Frequently. and 
in recent years very frequently. is divided upon its deci- 
sion, five in the majority and four  in the minority. Oh- 
viously. if the philosophy of a new member is in agree- 
merit with that view which was previously in the minor- 
ity, the scales will be tipped and the minority philosophy 
will become the majority philosophy. 

Today the Supreme Court protects itself against the 
necessity of considering countless unimportant cases by 
requiring the filing of a petition for  "Writ of Certiorari." 
The  would-be appellant is required to petition the court 
to be heard, the petition being supported by a brief and 
by  the record for  the consideration of the court. Unless 
the court views the case as  entitled to its review. the 
petition is denied and the decision of the tribunal below 
becomes final. 

THE ENGINEER FACES THE COURT 

There is about the court and its inspiring setting an 
impressiveness which cannot he ignored. The members 
become in some way more than mere men when they 
solemnly enter the courtroom through an  opening in the 
velvet drapes. the Chief Justice entering first. and stand 
hy their places, tlie clerk pronouncing in a ~o l i shed .  
resonant voice the opening of court. 

With the court seated. the members of the liar and the 
audience resume their seats and the Chief Justice in a 
low. conversational tone gives the number of the case 
to  he heard. The parties and their counsel are ready. 
have probably been read} for  days. and counsel for  the 
appellant moves to a stand directly in front of the Chief 
Justice. He places his material upon the stand. which is 
inclined: he straightens his coat: he swallows hard: and 
he  hopes. 

Let us assume that you. an engineer. stand before the 
court. Those first few seconds are difficult. The eyes of 
the court are  upon you. Chief Justice Stone. Justices 

By W. D. SELLERS 

Roberts. Black. Jackson. Douglas. Rut ledge. Frankfurter. 
Reed. and Murphy await your first words. You know 
vour subject. This is the moment you have foreseen. in 
vour mind"? eye. a hundred times. You a r e  charged with 
a duty to turn bark an encroaching philosophy which 
threatens to overturn a statutory remedy sanctioned by 
a hundred years of sound decisions. You begin. 

Yours is the hour. The  audience and fellow members 
of the bar await your words. The  court listens atten- 
tively. The facts. Thev must be presented with the his- 
tory of the case. Your notes. carefully prepared. are 
there to refresh your memory and to give you confidence. 
The argument progresses and your assurance gains. You 
have already forgotten the audience and only the court 
receives vour attention. 

You hear a voice and you stop. It is Justice Roberts 
asking about the application of a particular statute. That 
question you have considered twenty times and you an- 
swer. Justice Roberts nods: his fine. mobile and flexible 
face. relaxes it? usual severe lines, and he smiles. You 
are certain he agrees with you. But what are Justices 
Black and Douglas doing with their heads together. talk- 
ing. while you a r e  answering Justice Roberts? 

The argument is taken up  where you left off to answer 
Justice Roberts and you are back on the track again. 
This point is good and you prepare mentally to give it 
everything. You start to sav-but Justice Black's voice 
is heard and you look at him and courteously listen to 
the question which you now judge was bothering him 
and Justice Douglas. Justice Black asks whether a patent 
should be granted under certain hypothetical conditions. 
How in the world did that question get in here? What 
is in the back of the Justice's mind?  You answer. point- 
ing out the irrelevancy of the question with all possible 
tact, laying emphasis upon those facts or factors in your 
own case which serve to distinguish. 

That question answered. you center yourself at the 
stand. grasp it firmly with both hands. arid glance at 
your notes to see where you were and where you are 
going. Unfortunate is he in the Supreme Court who 
cannot lose his place entirely and later pick up  his argu- 
ment at the first opportunity. The court is no respecter 
of counsel's plans. and the wise barrister answers the 
interrupting questions fully and completely as they are 
asked. depending upon sound preparation and knowledge 
of the case to help him to return to his own presenta- 
tion at the first opportunity. 

A LAMENTABLE FAILURE 

An advocate presenting a case to the Supreme Court 
is under a terrific burden. The background and prestige 
of the court are more real to him than to the layman. 
Good lawyers have failed miserably. Such a tragedy 
took place while the writer was waiting for his own case 
to he called and it did anything hut increase his con- 
fidence. 

Two patent cases were on the call of the court. and 
the questions involved were of interest to business and 
to the patent profession. The courtroom contained many 
patent lawyers from Chicago. New York and Washing- 
ton. The first case was called and counsel. after arrang- 
ing his papers and hooks. began his presentation. As 
always. he was interrupted after progressing fairly well 
into his subject and stopped his arranged argument to 
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answer the question } ~ r r ~ ~ o u n d e d .  His answer, while not 
too vie11 formulated, was accepted and lie turned again 
to his notes. Unfortunately, he had not prepared an 
outl i~ie  of his argument. but \ \as  instead working from 
a typed brief covering many pages. The interruption 
had driven from his mind the prepared argument. The 
notes were better suited to reading than to oral presen- 
tation, and under the crushing force of the occasion he 
could not find his place. Pages were fumbled. A drink 
of water. Papers on one side of the stand were turned. 
Back to the notes. but without effect. Another drink. 
More fumbling. For six long minutes that unfortunate 
man stood mute before the Supreme Court of the United 
States. Every lawyer in that room could have shrunk 
through a very small knothole, so real was the feeling 
of common embarrassment with a fellow lawyer. Finally, 
and years too late, a junior stood up  and asked if he 
might say a few words. Consent was given by a nod, 
and the junior took over and did very well. Our friend, 
after standing a few moments. sat down and did not rise 
again du r ing the  entire case. 

This lawyer was experienced in many courts. The 
weight of the prestige of the Supreme Court, coupled 
with his failure to prepare adequately to meet such a 
foreseeable contingency, proved to be his undoing. 

THE CLOCK DOES N,OT STOP 

But back to your case. The notes to which you refer. 
if you are wise, are such that a hurried glance will tell 
you what points have been covered and what remain. 
You do not read your notes, for  there is little to read. 
Each point, however, suggests an entire line of thought; 
though y ou a re  interrupted frequent1 y, you a re  never 
lost. 

The  argument progresses and, noting Justice Roberts' 
nods, you feel certain that at least this strong man is 
with you. Justice Frankfurter has been giving some 
trouble and there a r e  several of the court of whom you 
have some doubts. All sense of time has long since 
vanished. Suddenly you become aware of the fact that 
Chief Justice Stone is leaning forward in his seat. Can 
your forty-five minutes be up?  You lift the long black 
book which contains your notes and peer over the top 
of it at the little red and yellow lights which it has 
hidden 011 the stand. You suspect that your time is more 
than gone without your having noticed the warning light. 
You ask Chief Justice Stone if your time is up and he 
nods. The clock overhead indicates that you took five 
minutes not yours. You suggest the advantages of a long 
book to the Chief Justice, who smiles. You thank the 
court and return to your place at the lawyers' table, 
wondering if, under tlie circumstances7 )QU have not 
acquired some rights in the quill pen provided there for  
the law y ers' benefit. 

The majesty of the law. the sovereignty of the people 
and tlie rights of man are impressed upon the conscience 
11) the Supreme Court in a unique way. Man, the indi- 
vidual. takes on increased stature and the problems of 
life a neis dignity through the knowledge that this court 
is concerned therewith. 

THE ENGINEER'S STAKE 
r .  
I he engineer's interest and stake in the Supreme Court 

are great. Within the framework of our  Federal Gonati- 
tution this court standa as  the arbiter to determine that 
thus f a r  and no  farther may the way of our  economic 
life he changed. Legislators who would nationalize re- 
search or  abolish the patent system must act with the 
knowledge that their actions are subject to review 11) 
this tribunal. A supreme court composed of so-called 

JiLeraIs w ilJ uphold the conatit utionality of enactments 
which \iould he thrown out 1)) a court composed of so- 
called conservatives. There is a l w a ~ s  much to  be said 
in support of a dissent, and a personal bias o r  philoso- 
phy is all  that is needed to shift a justice from a ma- 
jority viewpoint to that of the minority. 

The future of engineering and technological research 
in this country is likely to be the subject matter of much 
Congressional consideration during the next few years. 
The patent system which provides the rewards for  new 
developments to those willing to undertake them has 
been under attack for  some time. Bills are now pending 
before Congress relating to these fields and, if enacted. 
will in all likelihood be tested before the Supreme Court. 
Our Congressmen will vary and change with the political 
winds, but so long as our Supreme Court remains con- 
stituted of men outside the normal forces of politics and 
economica. we can hope that the balance-wheel effect 
which it provides will serve to protect us. 

The Harvard Report 
(Continued From Page 3) 

". . . there are truths which none can be free to ignore, 
if one is  to habe that wisdom through which life can become 
useful. These are the truths concerning the structure of the 
goud life and concerning the factual conditions by "which i t  
may be achieved, truths comprising the goals of the free 
society." 

These truths are conceived to lie in three traditional 
areas of human thinking: the humanities ( literature, the 
fine arts and philosophy), the social scienc-es (social, 
political and economic interests and history), and the 
natural sciences ( mathematics, physical and biological 
science). For  the purpose of this review it is not neces- 
sary to quarrel with the nomenclature, nor  to disturb 
the schematism by remarking the absence of religion, 
formerly the strongest of unifying forces. 

APPLICATION TO HARVARD 

In particular application to Harvard, the proposal is 
therefore that of the sixteen full courses required for  the 
degree, six shall be general-one from each of the areas 
of knowledge-and three more which shall not be in the 
student's "field of concentration." 

It is interesting to note that there should he required 
one course in "Great Texts of Literature," one in "West- 
ern Thought and Institutions" and one in either physical 
o r  biological science. After "Western Thought and  Insti- 
tutions" a second course in the field of the social sciences 
should be, "American Democracy." The recommendation 
of this course furnishes the ground for  an objection that 
has been raised against the philosophy underlying the 
concept of general education: does the desired unity, the 
common ground, call fo r  inculcation of a set of social 
and political principles? If so, it violates tlie liberal 
theory long prevalent that, at any rate. higher education 
should be the exercise of free enquiry, not indoctrination 
of a m  view, however excellent. This liberal theory has 
been maintained with great difficulty against main at- 
tempts to inbade it. I s  the Harvard report such a n  
attempt? Your reviewer does not think so, but the 
question should he looked at. 

D i e  Look is highly recommended. It ranks among the 
best of the ma in ,  too many. volumes about education 
that are dropping weekly from the press. Harvard is not 
alone in urging a revaluation of the ends of education, 
and of the means fo r  a t ta in ing t l~ose  ends, hu t  the Har- 
vard report haa a breadth of scope. a rationality in 
anaJysia. and a coiiservatisrn of conclusion, that comport 
well will] Harvard's position as a leader in education. 
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THE AIR WE FLY IN 
By E. H. HEINEMANN 

T HE earth's atmosphere is. at present and prohal~ly 
will be for  many years to come. the most important 
element in the science of flight. Yet this atmosphere. 

which supports all present day aircraft and is ahso- 
lutely necessary to the sustenance of human life. is only 
meagerly understood hy most people. 

Until only a few vears ago. the atmosphere's cornpo- 
sition and characteristics were unimportant to all but a 
few scientists. Today. the rapid strides of air  transpor- 
tation have caused the earth's atmosphere to affect the 
lives of millions of people either directly or  indirectly. 
The tide of the war was largely influenced by the a i r  
battles fought in the earth's atmosphere. 

In peace, a knowledge of the earthas atmosphere and 
its characteristics is essential to air transportation as  
well as to accurate weather prediction. radio communi- 
cations. and the understanding of the many phenomena 
that occur in everyday life on the earth. 

To aid in the understanding of the earth's atmosphere, 
the earth may be visualized as  a ball which is surrounded 
by three gaseous blankets. The weight of these three 
blankets is not negligible. In fact a one-foot square 
column of a i r  which extends from sea level to the top 
of the earth's atmosphere weighs approximately one ton. 
These blankets of a i r  a r e  pulled to the earth's surfate  by 
the forces of the earth's gravity in the same mariner the 
water is held to the ocean"? bottom. Since a i r  is easily 
compressed, it  is natural that the weight of the outer 
blankets compresses the a i r  so that it has the greatest 
pressure and weight at sea level. At greater distances 
from the earth's surface there is less and less weight of 
the a i r  blankets acting and the pressure and weight of 
a i r  becomes smaller. 

Under normal conditions the heat absorbed by the 
earth and its lower atmosphere from the sun's radiation 
causes the temperature at sea level to he greater than 
the temperature at higher altitudes. Under normal con- 
ditions. the temperature decreases steadily with increas- 
ing height until an altitude is reached. beyond which 
the temperature remains essentially constant. This alti- 
tude determines the upper limit of the First blanket, 
which is called the troposphere. and the lower limit of 
the  second blanket. which is called the stratosphere. 

HEIGHT VAR-I ES 

The height of the troposphere varies. due to the earth's 
rotation. from about five miles a t  the poles to about ten 
miles at the equator. Within this first blanket is con- 
centrated about eight-tenths of the weight of the earth's 
atmosphere. The  air  in the troposphere is composed 
almost entirely of a mixture of oxygen and nitrogen with 
only small quantities of other gases such a s  argon. car- 
hon dioxide. helium. hydrogen. arid water vapor. 

Man's direct measurements of temperature and pres- 
sure extend upwards through the troposphere and to less 
than halfway through the stratosphere. The- upper limit 
of the stratosphere blanket i~ about 50 mile? high. 

Even less is known about the third blanket. the 
ionosphere. except that it is within this layer that many 
electrical phenomena exist. The  invisible Kennel l - 
Heaviside. o r  "E"' layer. which reflects al l  but ultra- 
short radio waves back to the earth's surface. aurf the 

visible eler-trical displays such as the 411rora Borealis. 
are known to exist but are not yet clearly understood. 
In short. man. who lives at the bottom of the oceanic 
sea of air. knows very little about what takes place near 
its surface. 

As aviators have venturer! farther and farther from 
the earth's surface they have required a greater knowl- 
edge about the air  in which they fly. They quickly dis- 
covered that the weather disturbances such as  thunder- 
storms. fog. snow. and rain do not exist in the strato- 
sphere. It was also found that. in order for  humans to 
fly at these extreme altitudes. oxygen must be carrier! 
along and certain pressut'es must be maintained in the 
airplane cabin. Too rapid changes of altitude were 
found to produce "bends" due to the pressure changes. 
just the same as it does with deep sea divers. A few 
of the other interesting factors which restrict flight of 
extreme altitudes are noted along the right-hand border 
of the atmosphere chart accompanying this article. 

TRADE WINDS 

Hie winds aloft a r e  as  important to the pilot as the 
trade winds were to the old clippership skippers. The 
wind pattern of the earth is shown in the upper right- 
hand corner of the atmosphere chart. This wind pattern 
is caused by the fact that there is an unequal distrihu- 
tion on the earth's surface of the heal which is absorbed 
from the sun. Since "warm a i r  rises." the air over the 
warmer areas of the earth rises and is replaced by an 
inrush of air  from the colder regions. This continuous 
circulation of a i r  is altered by the earth's rotation 
towards the east about its polar  axis. The resulting- wind 
pattern consists of the trade winds. which blow from 
the east on the earth's surface, the prevailing westerlies 
which blow from the west. and the polar winds which 
blow from the east. 

INDIRECT MEASUREMENTS 

Since direct measurements have been marle of the 
earth's atmospheric characteristics to an altitude of only 
25 miles scientists have used indirect means to determine 
o r  predict these characteristics above that point. The 
composition of the gaseous mixture in the stratosphere 
and ionosphere has been determined hy analyzing the 
spectrum of the light from the aurora displays. Each 
gas has particular color banks on the spectrum and by 
observing the spectra from the auroras. the pas ran he 
identified. 

By measuring the "reflection" of sound waves from 
the sky it has been inferred that the temperature must 
increase rapidly at altitudes greater than 20 miles. The 
rare appearance of noc t i l~~cent  clouds at altitudes of 
about 5U miles plus the deduction. t)y some scientists. 
that these clouds must he formed of ire particles. indi- 
cates low temperature. There is disagreement on this 
point. moreover. ainonaf the authorities. There seems 
little doubt. however. that extreme!) high temperatures. 
many times as  great as  the temperatures at sea level. 
exist at very great altitudes. Since the air is so rare at 
these altitudes. however. temperature does not have the 
same meaning- as it does on the earth's surface. 
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The data which are presented on the atmospheric chart 
represent the best i n f~ rma t ion  available a t  the present 
time and have been gathered from many authorities on 
the subject. As more and more information is obtained 
these data may have to be modified and extended. 

One potential source of direct measurement of atmos- 
pheric characteristics at extremely high altitudes is the 
sounding rocket. Notice that the German V-2 rocket is 
reported to have achieved altitudes of more than six 
times as high as any other man-made device yet flown. 
Balloons a re  definitely restricted as to their maximum 
altitude. since they rely on the weight of the surrounding 
air  to support them. 

NEW RESEARCH FIELDS 

For our present knowledge of the air we fly in. we 
a re  greatly indebted to the painstaking and sometimes 
unrecognized research of many scientific institutions. As 
man's inquisitive nature forces him to venture outside of 
the air  realm in which we fly a t  present, he must rely 
entirely on the knowledge of these scientists if he hopes 
to return to the earth in safety. It is clearly seen. there- 
fore. that air  transportation's desire to learn more about 
the composition and characteristics of the earth's upper 
atmosphere opens a vast new field of scientific research. 
The development of the rocket has supplied the scientist 
with a new tool with which he can investigate the upper 
atmosphere. It is hoped that now the scientist will be 
able to supply the aeronautical engineers with a reliable 
and complete knowledge of the atmosphere beyond which 
marl-carrying vehicles have flown so that he. in turn. may 
design aircraft to extend the realm of "The Air W e  Fly 
In" to "The Atmosphere W e  Fly Ina' and. one day. "The 
Universe We Fly In." 

Fluoroscope Examination 
(Continued From Page 7) 

T o  investigate the possibilities of higher voltage fluo- 
roscopy, a fluroscope was constructed incorporating fea- 
tures which were found to he  desirable in the use of the 
earlier model. The fluoroscopic viewing unit consists of 
a wooden frame structure mounted on heavy rubber-tired 
casters. The viewing window, a lucite cell filled with 
lead perchlorate solution, is 4:h inches thick and gives 
a viewing area of 16 inches by 14 inches. The fluorescent 
screen is mounted in an aluminum frame which can be 
moved toward or  away from the viewing window by 
means of a motor. The  object under examination is 
hung from a support mounted on a shuttle. This shuttle. 
mounted on small ball-bearing wheels. runs on tracks 
within the cabinet. The shuttle can then be driven into 
or out of the cabinet. bringing the object to be examined 
in front of the viewing window. When one end of the 
shuttle is outside the cabinet the other end is in the view- 
ing position. The cabinet is lined with lead sheet % inch 
thick. providing ample protection for  personnel. During 
observation the operator may move the part being ex- 
amined back and forth across the field of view. Pro-  
vision is also made so that the casting can be rotated 
as it hangs in front of the viewing window. 

The  X-ray tube is mounted on its tube stand and is 
provided with a counter-balance so that it can be moved 
up or  down with ease. The tube port extends through 
a hole in the rabinet. and protection is provided by 
means of suitable lead flanges. The tube can be moved 
up or  down a distance of 4 inches from the center 
position hy means of a motor mounted on the cabinet 
itself. 

Fo r  the higher voltage work a 220 kv constant poten- 

lial unit was secured as  a loan throtigh the courtesy of  
the Westinghou.ce Electric Corporation. This tube had a 
focal spot of approximately 5 rnrn. It is common prar-  
tice to employ X-ray equipment producing half-wave 
rectified voltage. However. one might expect for  fluoro- 
scopic examination that the higher output of constant 
potential type equipment would prove to be superior. in 
view of the higher screen brightness attainable. The 
aluminum artificial specimens referred to before were 
again utilized in the evaluation of this equipment. Com- 
plete tests were made with aluminum varying in thick- 
ness from \'y inch to 2J4 inches. at voltages varying 
from 140 to 220 kv. In all of these tests the tube current 
was maintained at approximately 15 ma. 

The results of these tests indicated that no particular 
advantage was to b e  gained in the detection of defects 
0.050 inch or  less in maximum dimension in aluminum 
in the range of thickness from inch to 2?/^ inches by 
using X-ray tube voltages greater than approximately 
150 kv. Furthermore. it was evident that there is no 
particular advantage in constant potential X-ray equip- 
ment over the commonly used half-wave rectified type. 

In view of the greater X-ray density of steel, i t  was 
believed desirable to  study the performance of this equip- 
ment with samples of steel containing artificial defects. 
A series of samples was made in the same manner as 
described for  aluminum; thicknesses of frum lh inch to 
Yo inch. and voltages of from 140 to 200 kv were em- 
ployed. The results of these tests indicated definitely 
that the results secured by operating at a voltage of 200 
kv were better than those obtained at 140 kv. It  is there- 
fore  apparent that with higher voltages fluoroscopy of 
steel is possible within a certain range of thickness. 

FURTHER STUDY REQUIRED 

While these studies have been exploratory. they have 
shown that fluoroscopy can be employed for the detection 
of certain classes of defects which may appear  to be 
structurally significant. There is no reason why fluoro- 
scopy should not be used as  an inspection tool. provided 
its limitations a r e  recognized. The  influence of defects 
which either can or  cannot be observed fluoroscopicall y, 
or  for  that matter radiographically, must be determined 
in any event. and this leads to a very fundamental re- 
search program which it is hoped may he considered 
sometime in the future. 

RED CROSS FUND 

T HE American Red Cross enters its 1946 campaign for  
funds in February. The  generous contributions made 

during the war must continue even though the budget 
has been reduced 45 per cent. More than any other 
agency. the Red Cross administers to the comfort and 
welfare of : 

a') Our occupational forces. which still number 
1.500.000. 

h ) The 170.000 servicemen still in the hospitals. 
r~ The several hundred thousand disaster victims 

(floods. tornadoes. etc.) in our  own country each 
year. 

d ) Those unfortunates in the war-devastated areas 
overseas. 

While this is but a partial list of major  Red Cross 
activities. everyone should be able to pick out a par-  
ticular reason fo r  the urgency of his gift. 

At C.I.T.. the campaign is being started February 25 
i y  Bob Lehman '31. The  support of your local solicita- 
tion is strongly encouraged. 

R.  A. MHUkan. 
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REPRODUCTIONS OF PRINTS, DRAWINGS AND PAINTINGS OF INTEREST IN THE 
HISTORY OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 

7. "Travelling on the Liverpool and Manchester Railway" 

By E. C. WATSON 

T HE Liverpool and Manchester Railway, opened in entitled, "Travelling on the Liverpool and Manchestef 
1830, demonstrated that a revolution had taken place Railway," published in 1831 by Rudolph Ackermann. 
in the methods of transportation of both goods and The interest aroused by this first great railway line led 

people. Its success was also a great stimulus to mecham- to the publication of a considerable number of prints, and 
cal invention, since the first locomotive of other illustrations. The most beautiful series was that 
the modern t lpe was invented and constructed for use drawn by T- T- Bury' engraved by H. Pya]], and pub- 
by the L & M. ~h~ story of this pioneer li41ed during 1831 by A~kermann .~  It consisted of thir. 
railway has often heen toldl and need not be repeat& t e m  hand-colored aquatints, 10 inches by 8 inches in 

here. Instead, its early days will be recalled to memory size, dealing with typical views along the railroad, such 

by the reproduction of the famou'i pair of aquatmts, as "Entrance of the Railway at Edge Hill, Liverpool," 
"Excavation of Olive Mount, four miles from Liver- - 

1 I i bmk has b m  written shout tailways which dots not ~001," "Viaduct across the Sapkey Valley," "View of 
0 b e  I & M An annotated bibliography of the most ,m isnw referi-ncei [he Railway acro.ss CIiat Moss," "'Entrance into Man. mil he found MI C F Dendy Maiahall's article T& L i i m y u o l  and 
Manchester Railway" Transactions of the hnurciiiid S u m y ,  2, 35 (1921) - cheater across Water Street," "Near Liverpool, looking 

2 c i en t i  p m ~  and ~wihntrr xmlsway (lmdmi, towards Manchester," "Rainhill Bridge," 'Taking in Wa- 
1831) ter at Parkside," etc. 
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Late in I831 two oblong plates. drawn t i y  I. Shaw 
and aquatinted by S. G. Hughes, were published by 
Ackermann. each rneasuring 26 inches by 8 inches. Both 
a r e  entitled "Travelling on the Liverpool and Manchester 
Railway" and depict two trains. one above the other 
(see p la te ) .  The "Train of the First Class of Carriages. 
with the Mail" is hauled by the "Jupiter." a locomotive 
of the "Planet" class. incorrectly shown with four equal 
wheels. and has a comparatively modern-looking four- 
wheeled tender. The "Train of the Second Class. for 
outside Passengers" is drawn hy the "North Star." an 
improved "Rocket" with the primitive water barrel 
tender. The  engine of the  "Train of Wagons with Goods. 
etc., etc.." named "Liverpool," is  of the "Bury"' type with 
coupled wheels. This engine ran on the line for  some 
little time in the early days. but never became the prop- 
erty of the company. The  locomotive of the "Train of 
Carriages with Cattle" is an excellent representation of  
the "Fury," which had a splasher on the driving wheels 
and la respectable tender with a cast-iron frame. 

The  original plates from which these prints were 
struck, were later reworked. and at least three states of 
the impressions exist. each with minor variants. 

MODIFICATIONS IN THROOP HALL 
During the past few years there have been ~e\,cl.iil 

modifications to Throop Hall. Most alumni will retnem- 
her that the entrance lobby to Throop Hall was grac(nd 
by Apollo. The space which he had dominated for so 
long became desirable for an expansion of the accoiint- 
ing office, so he  was moved to the fresh a i r  on the 
covered area between Throop Hall and the Kellogs 
Laboratory. 

During the war it became necessary to expand ~ l i o  
business office. This expansion made use of the nortli 
and south hallways on the first floor as  a tetnporar! 
accommodation for  office workers. With the construction 
of the Mechanical Engineering Laboratory in the winter 
of 1944-45, the space at the north end of the second floor 
of Throop Hall. occupied by the mechanical enginoeritiy 
offices, was transformed into business offices. 

The  offices on the west side of the south hallway on 
the first floor have been modified to accommodate the 
assistant comptroller. the chairman of the Board of 
Trustees. and a conference, room. 

The  Engineering Division office is now located on the 
large stair landing area between the first and second 
floors. This office was also used prior to  July. 1945. as  
headquarters for  E. S. M. W. T. courses. 

One very significant change is the removal of the 
hook store from its former location to the northeast 
corner of the basement floor of Throop Hall. The new 
quarters are indeed elegant. In fact. it appears to have 
been transplanted from a modern department store. 
Beautiful oak panelled display cases and  cabinets. illu- 
minated by fluorescent lighting. present a definite sales 
appeal. Adequate space is also provided for  the main- 
tenarice of stocks of hooks and supplies. This book store 
is provided with an entrance from the walk on the east 
side of Throop Hall. T o  provide space for  the book 
store, the Soil Mechanics Laboratory was moved into 
the space formerly occupied by the  athletic office and the 
athletic office was moved to the area formerly occupied 
by the Department of Construction and Maintenance 
engineering group. 

The  area formerly occupied by the book store on tho 
first floor has now been taken over by the Registrars 
Office. 

C. I.T. NEWS 

INSTITUTE LOSES HARRY BATEMAN 

P ROFESSOR Harry Bateman. world-famed Caltech 
mathematician who collaborated o n  the theory of 
relativity with Or. Albert Einstein. died suddenly 

January 21. 1946. en route to New York. 
Professor Bateman. accordi tig to California Institute 

of T e ~ l ~ t ~ o l o g y  colleagues. "was probably the most widely 
quoted faculty member. his researches in pure mathe- 
matic? heing internationally acclaimed." 

He was stricken on the train as  he and his wife were 
en route to New Y-ork to he giiests of honor at a dinner. 
following which the scientist was to he made a Fellow 
of the Institute of Aeronautical Sciences. and receive a 
medal for his contribution? to aeronautics. Renowned 
a? a chess player. he had participated in many inter- 
national matches. 

4 member of the Calteeh staff since 1911, Dr. Bate- 
man was unique in holding full professorship in three 
fields--mathematics, physics, and aeronautics. I n  1901- 
1905. he was so close to the discovery of the special 
theory of  relativity that he. instead of Dr. Einstein. 
might have heeti given credit for the then revolutionary 
concept. 

The author of many standard higher mathematics texts, 
his "Partial Differential Equations of Mathematical 
Physics" is the best known. His contribution to aero- 
nautics. according to Profesor A. D. Michal, an intimate 
colleague. was vital, in that his work in fluid mechanics 
was a basic factor in airplane design. 

Born in England sixty-three years ago. Professor Bate- 
man was graduated from Cambridge, studied in France 
and Germany. and served at one time on the staffs of 
Bryn Mawr and Johns Hopkins. He was honored by 
tieing elected a Fellow of the Royal Society, England. 
and a member of the National Academy of Sciences in 
this country. His name is among the select group whose 
names a r e  starred as. pre-eminent in "'American Men of 
Science," the American scientific "who's who." 

Besides his widow. Mrs. Ethel Batemati, he leaves a 
daughter. Joan Bateman. a sister. Miss 4nnie Bateman. 
and relatives in the east. 

DU FONT COMPANY FELLOWSHIPS 
ANNOUNCED FOR 1946 

The D u  Pont Company has announced plans to award 
the following university fellowships in 1946: forty-two 
post-graduate fellowships in cliemisti y : five in physics : 
fifteen in chemical engineering : and seven in mechanical 
engineering. Six post-doctoral  fellowship^ in chemistry 
are also included. 4s  in the past. the selection of the 
fellows. as well as the problems on which they shall 
work. is left to the universities. 

Each post-graduate fellowship provides $1.200 for  a 
single person. o r  $1.800 for  a married person, together 
with a n  award of $1.000 to the university. Among the 
universities listed to receive the post-praclute fellowship 
awards in chemistry are:  Brown University. California 
Institute of Technology. Columbia University. etr. 
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Exterior type Douglas fir ply- 
wood i s  made with completely 
waterproof synthetic resin binder 
especially for permanent outdoor 
use. 

Exterior type plywood carries 
the letters EXT-DFPA on the edge 
of every   an el I t  is accented bv 

Exterior type Douglas f ir a wide range of siding treat- 
plywood-EXT-DFPA-is the ments. 
durable, rugged, weatherproof 
plywood used in hard-hitting Exterior type f ir plywood is 
p~ boats the type which made in a variety of thick- 
lends both strength and beauty nesses and sizes and In several 
to the extartors of homes. appearance grades. For addl- 

FHA for house siding and other stores, farm s t ruc tu res  and ti0na1 information, write: 
permanent exposures and is ap- many types of commercial and 
proved on the Uniform Building industrial buildings. Douglas Fir Plywood 
Code of the Pacific Coast. Association 
Â Exterior type plywood has been 
used for years in boat-building, for 
homes and commercial buildings, 
for outdoor signs, for boxcars and 
refrigerator cars It is a thoroughly 
proven product and should be spe- 
ctfied, furnished and used for all 
exterior jobs or for interior uses 
under conditions of extreme hu- 
midity or moisture such as might 
occur in bathrooms or kitchens. 

Used as flat panels, Exter- 
ior plywood provides a smooth, 
stream - lined, modern effect. 
Battens, grooves, flush joints 
and mouldings make possible 

8 For prices of delivery information 
e a umber dealer i n  the united 
States. Al l  dealers will soon have ply- 
wood in stock. 

Tacoma 2, Washington 
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Minkler Tells Alumni of  Oil  a t  W a r  
T the January meeting of the 4lumni Association A held a t  the [Iniversity O n h  in Los Anple". Mr. R .  

L. Mitihler. vice-president and director of the ben-  
era! Petroleum Corporation of California, spoke on the 
snhject 'TOil at War." 

Immecliately following "Pearl Harbor." Mr. Minkler 
spent approximately fifteen months in Washington. 11. C.. 
as  director of Petroleum Supply of the Petroleum 4d- 
ministration for War. on leave of absence from the cor- 
poratioti. From this point of vantage he participated in 
the mammoth joh of supplvirig the armed forces with 
the "sea of oil" upon which the United Nations "floater1 
t o  victory.*. 

The astronomical size of the job done hy the petroleum 
industry is illustrated by the facts that two-thirds of all 
tonnage shipped overseas consisted of petroleum prod- 
nets. meaning that petroleum shipments were over two 
times as great as the total tonnage of all arms. muni- 
tions and supplies. and sixteen times as  great as the 
tonnage of all foods shipped abroad. For a single Pacific 
amphibious campaign. the Navy's Service Squadron 10  
supplier! enough oil to f i l l  a train of tank cars 238 
miles long with enough oil left over to heat 10.000 
homes. To keep our planes in the air-a staggering job 
considering that a single B-29 uses enough gas in one 
hour to supply the needs of an average civilian for  five 
and one-half years-the industry stepped up  aviation 
gas from a prewar capacity of i30.000 barrels per  day, 
to 616,000 at the peak of operations. So successful was 
the job of supply that a t  no time did the armed services 
lack for  oil. 

In addition to supplying the armed forces. the indus- 
try was faced with the task of delivering 1,500.000 bar- 
rels per day to the East Coast from the Gulf Coast, the 
same physical feat as transporting the total daily steel 
production of the United States which is approximately 
250.000 tons over the same distance. Although the East 
Coast reached a point where supplies were reduced to a 
two-day level, the oil was delivered. According to gov- 
ernment authorities. if the supply to war industry had 
failed we would have lost the war. 

Most astonishing fact about the successful accomplish- 
ment of the battle of oil was that the work was done 
without new equipment, through pooling. organization 
and the joint use of industry facilities. An example of 
cine expedient used to solve the transport problem in- 
volved a government ruling that loaded tank cars might 
move north or  east. but that no loaded cars might move 
south or  west. This device prevented duplication of oil 
flow. In effect. the petroleum industry. h j  encouraging 
the abundant-even extravagant-peactime use of oil in 
the United States. built a plant structure capable of 
taking in slack to care f o r  expanded war needs. Thus. 
what is sometimes called the "competitive inefficiency of 
the private enterprise system" actually proved the saving 
factor which allowed us to pull in our belts and out- 
produce the planned economies of the Fascist states. 

This same competitive system within the petroleum 
industry carried on  development and exploration at a 
rate providing the United States with her greatest oil 
reserve of all time at war's end. However. the existetice 
of these reserves does not mean that our supply is in- 
exhaustible. for consumption has grown faster than pro- 
duction. During the years from 19'12 to 1945 we used 
20 per cent of all oil produced in our history. In spite 
of this ever-expanding consumption. Mr. Vlinkler pre- 
dicts that tlie oil industry. operating as  it has in the past. 

and expanding a t  a rate which produced 975.000 har- 
rels per clay in 1918 i n  all of tlie United States as com- 
pared to 1.002.000 barrels per day in 1945 in California 
alone. will discover new fields. invent new processes, o r  
extract oil from natural gas. and that oil will serve u s  
a? well in peace a" it has in war. 

Caltech Conference Standing Good 

By H. Z. MUSSELMAN 

Director of  Physical Education 

P ASSING the halfway mark in the basketball sched- 
ule. Galtech has won two out of five Conference 
games. to place the Engineers third in the league"? 

"tanding. just behind Redlands and Owiderital. The 
Conference teams are well t~uricherl this year. and no 
league game has been won 1)) more than a six-point 
margin. While the Tech team mav not top the (:orifer- 
erice in the final standings. they have an excellent chance 
to improve their position in the three remaining league 
con tests. 

In  the opening games. the Engineers annexed two close 
victories in winning from Whittier 30-29. and from 
Occidental ,37-25. Redlarids grabhecl two torrid con- 
tests. both bv four-point margins. 51-1-7 and 43-29. while 
Wliittier in the return encounter annexed a 43-38 vic- 
tory. 

The  Beavers have not fared as  well in non-Gonfer- 
erice engagements. having dropped all their games with 
LJ.S.(\, U.C.L. 4.. Pepperdine. Marc-h Field and  Camp 
Ross. 

Fhe team has been playing a good floor game, hut the 
lack of consistent scorers has been a distinct handicap. 
The men have been getting the shots. hut have not been 
able to connect. 

A full card of contests with southern California Con- 
ference schools has been scheduled in spring sports. With 
only forty Navy trainees on the campus, the Intercolle- 
giate teams at the Institute now will be  composed mainly 
of civilians. All squads will be inexperienced, as there 
are practically no lettermen in school who were mem- 
hers of our  194-5 teams. However. several track and 
hapeball men who made their letter before the war, a re  
planning to return. and should form the backbone for  
good squads. 

John Jo Lund i s  New Institute Librarian 

D R. JOHN J. LUND. formerly university librarian 
at Duke University. has joined the staff of Califor- 
nia Institute of Technology as Institute Librarian. 

Born in Denmark in 1906. Dr. Lund. now a U. S. 
citizen. came to the LTt~ited States in 1910. and to Cali- 
fornia in 1912. He  received his 4.B.  from the University 
of California in 1g28. and his Ph.D. in Comparative 
Philology from the University of Chicago in 1932. 

From 19,36 to 19,'5?! Dr. L u n d  was library assistant 
a n d  instructor in  Scandinavian languages at U. C. L. A.. 
and from 1938 to 1913 he was associated with Duke 
University as  Head of Order Department and  University 
Librarian. During the late war years. Dr. Lund proved 
i s  versatility. ami participated rlirectiy in the war effort 
hv hi? work as a machine desigripr in Oakland. Cali- 
fornia. Victims of the l iou~it ig shortage. Dr. Lund's wife 
and tlvo children are still in Oakland. 

4rnc1rig Dr. 1,~1ncl*s publications are: " T h e  University 
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Library: Some Thoughts About Its Past and Some 
Questinns About Its Future," done in collaboration with 
Gustave 0. A r k ;  "The Cataloging Process in, the Uni- 
versity Library: A Proposal for Reorganizatwd'; and 
' T h e  Urlde~fradwiti.' in the University Library.?' 

Former C. 1. T. Meteorologists 
Forecast Japanese Weather 

RECENT letter to Paul  E. Ruch, h o c i a t e  Pro- 
fessor of Meteorology at the Institute, from Cap- 
tain C. E. Erickson. former instructor in Meteor- 

ology at California Institute of Technology, describes 
the part played b\  the weather forecasters in helping 
to defeat Japan. The reference in the following excerpt 
from the letter is to the contribution of Captain   or en 
W. Crov,. former]) of C. I. T.: 

"I -would like to sdy a word about Crow's work qt Guam. 
1 took ( n e r  for C r o ~  for about three weeks before the war 
ended while lie went hack to Hickdni for a res-t leate, and I 
know fully vvell what he contributed 80 the efforts of the 20th 
Air Force in defeating J ~ p a r i .  The staff officer related Crow's 
outlooks for  coining operations verbatim to the general staff, 
and the general staff relied almost wholly upon the weather 
forecast to do their planning. I don't mind going on record 
to say that no individual forecaster contributed more to the 
success of the operations of the 2Uth than did Doc. I can 
get plenty of men to back that statement, too. Colonel 
Seaver, the staff officer, relied tery heavily on Crow for the 
dope and had great confidence in him. 

'When you next see Crow, don't Jet him off with his niod- 
esty. If Crow had come back a week earlier he would have 
made the forecast for  the Atomic Boinh. As it  was, I made 
the forecast for  it live days in achance, and a t  the time 
Colonel Seaver said i t  was the longest operational forecast 
that had been carried through without a hitch. However, 
by that time the semi-permanent high was sitting over the 
empire, and i t  was little trouble to forecast, in comparison 
with the obstacles that Crow bucked through the winter and 
spring." 

C.I.T. Student in Siamese Army 
The Royal Thai Legation in Washington, D. C., reports 

that Charoen Vadhanapanich, for  two years a member of 
the class of 1944, now holds the rank of captain in the 
Royal Siamese Army. 

Leading C.I.T. in the fal l  of 1943, Vadhanapanich 
received training from the United States Army. where he 
became a qualified paratrooper. He was then c;ommis- 
sioned a s  an officer of the Free Thai Military Unit which 
was formed in this country during the \tar. Overseas, he 
entered Siam, which was still under Japanese occupation. 
and there Vadhanapanich helped in organizing under- 
ground resistance and in securing information about the 
enemy which was transmitted to the Allies. 

Letters to  the Editor: 

I would like to suggebt that Tech graduates (lo a l i t t .1~ 
more "horn blowing" a s  a matter of common pride. One 
simple idea would be to make "Caltech" ear windshielil 
stickers easily a v a i l a b l e  to alumni. Perhaps these could 
be given out annually with dues renewals by some means. 

I would like to obtain such a sticker, but have not made 
the special effort to get  one. Perhaps others have found 
the same. Why no t ?  

(.Sigm-dj 8. /. Hutlungt'r '35 

For any interested alumni, Caltech windshield stickerri 
may be obtained from the Institute book store. Order by 
mail, enclosing lOc to cover handling costs.-Editor. 

Â This reference booklet, completel~ 
illustrated, gives detailed infonna- 
tion pertaining to inspection and 
maintenance of safety switches, fusi- 
ble and circuit breaker panelboards 
and switchboard units. Address the 
Square D Company, 1318 E. 16th St., 
Los Angeles 21, for your free copy. 

DETROIT - M I L W A U K E E  LOS ANGELES 

Fill in and send to: 

News Editor, Engineering and Science Monthly 
1201 East California Street, Pasadena 4, Calif. 

N a  me --------- Class- 

Home address--- 

Information about myself (marriage, position, type of work, 
change of position or location, etc.] 

Information about another alumnus 

Name - __ CJass--- 

- - - - - - - . - -- 

-- 

--- 
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PERSONALS 

I T WILL be helpful if readers will send 
personal items concerning themselves 

and others to the Alumni Office. Great 
interest has been shown in these col- 
umns, but more information is required. 
Do not hesitate to send in facts about 
yourself, such a s  change of position or 
location, present job, technical accoan- 
plishments, etc. Please help. 

-Editor. 

1922 
HOWARD G. VESPER has been ,111- 

pointed pre41ient of Calilornia Rei-eardi 
O ~ r p . .  Stamjarti of California's research 
-ul)ri(Jia.n. In war 'work, Mr. Vesper 
playtvl an important role in handling allo- 
cation;, of all bulk products, except dvia- 
tion gai-dine. fur es)sential chilian use and 
iiiilitar~ requirements-. 

( 0 I . O h E L  B I D  B E M O F F  has  just ie- 
turned from China where h e  was hi the 
executhe othce to the Chief of Transporta- 
tioii. [I. 5. Forces China Theater, and a s  
2uch ~ ( ~ i k e d  with Director of I-hghways 
lor the (.hinese goverrmient. T h e  Director 
01 Highway- was C. 1 .  Hs-dio, '2b, i ~ i  
(hungking new headquarters, and of adiii- 
tiunal interest was hi3 contact with Y. H. 
Huaiig, '26, who ii- chief of livlro-elec'tlic 
power developnient in Gl~ina. 

MAJAR J A Y  D E I O E  sent to tlie 4lutiini 
oflice greetings from Okinawa. 

1926 
ERAST MAAG was ~eeen t ly  elected 

~iresitient of the Structuial Engineers' As- 
Â¥-nnatioi of California. 

MAJOR ORRIN H. BARNES is ;epcl- 
lilted from Service and intends to remain 
in Honolulu until next summer where h e  
]laÂ¥ a temporary position as associate en- 
g n e e r  with the firm of Austin and Towill, 
chi1 enpinee~i- of that cit). Major Bari1e.e 
aimoiinre; the birth of a son. o r toher  
11. ill HIJIIO~U~II. 

LIELrl 'E-N.4NT-COLONaEL S T U A R T  
SF3 MOLR is to return to lei-one statu- 
about t h ~  middle of March. Stucirt visited 
tlie liistitute earl) i n  January on his re- 
turn from Lejte  where lie wa- recruitiiig 
~ f f i re r  for the regular arm). 

1927 
LlEL,TEN \KT-COTMM A N D E R  W 11,- 

1.1 444 W. ALJJ.TM 4N is JIO-W on inactkt5 
-tat115 ~ n d  e\j)ects to leturn to his loniiei 
position as a water purification rngnieer 
lor   lie Mftropolitiin Water IIi5tiict of 1.0s 
Ai~gelt ,-. 

'APT 4 l h  KO13E~t'i' (;RE\ E1A 1\ (; ha-  
ietw d i $ ~  harped from m i l i t ~ r )  st'rv ice arid 

t-xj~ecta to work tvith the Shell Oil ( . ( J I I I -  

pan). (captain C'rev eling spent four J ears 
primarily UJI  ct~iiunuriication~-radio arid 
radar equipment-where he has  been with 
the Air Technical Service foinniancl. 

1928 
l , lEbTENANrl'  - COMMANDER K. H. 

DLVAL visited the Institute in DeceniLer 
011 terminal leave. 1.t. Comiir. 1)uvcil'p 
a3aigmnent was with the B u r e ~ u  of Ship;?, 
Shiiiliorne diid Raddr Design Section, in 
Washington, 1). C., where h e  aerved twenty- 
seven months. in chilian life, he  intends 
to go hack to In's former po-' hition ' as an 
engineer with the M.G.M. Studios in Hol- 
ly w oocL 

EDWAKI) E. TUTTLE lias returned to 
the firm of 'riittle & 'Tuttle ( Los) Angelea) 
after resignation from an appointment a t  
Galtedi o ~ i  the rocket and atomic WiiL 

projects of the 0.S.R.D. 

1929 
LIELTENANT MILTON 14. SPER1.- 

JNG, U.S.N.R., has  returned to civilian 
life. having been stationed in New l o r k  
about two )ears with the Petroleuni Sec- 
tion, Inspector of Naval Materials). Milton 
intends to loccite in southern California. 

1930 
ERNEST H11,LMAiV was elected to tlie 

hoard of directors of the Sti uctui a1 Enpi- 
lit>er's- Association of Cal ifo~nia.  

LIEUTEN ANT JOHN E. ANDERSON 
visited the institute when on terminal 
leave in December. Lt. Antlers-on was at- 
taclieil to the Norfolk havy Yard with 
ili1ties-s in roimection with degdussing. 

1931 
I~JKL'i'1~IV4Nrl, - COMMANDER LAW- 

REMCE L. FEHGLISON M'sited the cam- 
pus in December. L a m  has been in re- 
hearch and (ievelopnient with the Am- 
pliibious Forces, Pacific Fleet, for the past 
one slid one-half jears. At the end of hi5 
terminal lea\e  i n  January, ne expects to 
return to his former position on the pres-i- 
dent's staff of General Electric in New 
"fork (:it\. 

1932 
DOCTOR JAMES D. t OBINE, a*ori- 

~ t f ~ i i  wit11 the R e s e a r d ~  1~iI)oratory of GC'JI- 
rral Electric Co.  a t  'icheneetad>, worked 
umler 0.S.R.D. during the war and &as  
.i-es]~oniiihle for the devel i~~~inci i t  o f  noi ; '~  
tube? which were to be boiirce of inter- 
ttzrt*nce to the  enenneb raildr :cope i-creel). 

The  hrni will be knowli J >  Andrew ,4311- 
ton anii Associates, Lonsulling Engineer;, 
Andy's engineering background includes 
work with Aireon as  Chief Production En- 
gineer, and with Douglas), Disney, and  
V eaa, in engineering design. 

1935 
HALL.F.1 WOLFE if bit11 Electrical Re  

search Proilucts Division ol the Westeni 
Electric Co. i n  Hollywood. 

LEWIS BROW DEK hds recently taken 
a position with Electrical Research Proil- 
lifts, Dhision of the Western Electric Gu. 
in Holl)wood, having tonnerh  been em- 
plowed by Lockheeii Aircraft. Lewis lives 
in La t.aiiada, California, and L- the lather 
of three daughters; Janjee aged 8, Eileen 
4, and Barbara 3. 

LIEUTEN 4NT WARREN T. POTTER 
w d s  released fio111 active duty in the Naval 
Restirve alter s e n i n g  in this country amj 
at the Pearl Harbor Navy Yard. Warren 
intends to make his home ~ J I  >outhern C'ali- 
forliid. 

WILLIAM F. K E I E S  has accepted a 
position as chenn'cill engineer with the  
Johiis-Maii\ille Prodiicts ( orp., I.oinpor, 
Calif. 

4LIRI AN GORDON i-erved m e n t e e n  
nioritha in Iceland and for tlie past yea1 
1ia-s been stationed in London at tlie Air 
Min i i tq  where his work is nearly all ad- 
nfinistratiw. On ret~lrii  to England, Adrian 
w as revertetl to rivihdn ?tatus. 

1936 
ROBERT JERAULD tvab injured in a n  

automobile accident and has lieen con- 
v~ lesc ing  a t  his home in Torraiice, Cali- 
fornia, for three month;". 

1937 
LIELJTP~]\ANT (j.,i.) JASPER R. LE(;- 

GETT is on hur t ive  status and is  now 
associated with the Byron-Jackson Co. of 
Lo3 41igeles, Calif. 

THEODORE SANDBERG hab accepted 
J position in the production department 
of Cutter Laboratories at Berkeley, Calit. 

A1.AN GROBECKER has accepted a no- 
sition with Giltillan Bros., of Lo3 Angele-s, 
Calif. 

i)O(:'l'O~R C H A R L E S  F. HADLEY.  
workiilg under O.S.R.D. during the war, 
did rebedrrh un test equipment and special 
instru~iiei i t~.  Dr. Hadley is  now wit11 the 
e\j)Ioralio~i divii-ion at the Stanoliuii Oil 
aml (-ids h. T ~ ~ l s d ,  Okla. 

1938 
MOKMAN RIMPRESS began work o n  

his new position vtitli 1ndii;triaI Engineers, 
ofli(-t~ in L,ua Angeles at 3950 W. 6th Street. Lo3 Angeles, in Fet i ruaq.  

INSURANCE BROKERS 1 1 D. D W I G H T  TAYLOR 

EMETT & CHANDLER 
LOS ANGELES 

W. P. STORY BLDG. TRinity 8881 

ATKINSON LABORATORY 
LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA 

Photographic Photographic 
Research Chemicals 

I Ralph B. Atkinson, '30 I 
FEBRUARY 1946 

C>onsulting Physicist 
Special Engineering Calculations 

Numerical Integration-Subdivision Calculations 
234 E. Colorado Street, Pasadena 1, Calif. 

Sycamore 6-5673 

TECHNICAL DESIGN COORDINATOR CO. 
Complete Mechanical Electrical Hydraulic Automotive and 

Aircraft  Engineering Service 

Consulting-Research-Design and Development 

1621 8 Venture Boulevard 
S l a t e  4-4905 Encino, Calif. ANqelus 0560 
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JOHN PARKER is now on a cniliim 
status, having been a Fus t  Lieutenant in 
the Air Corps sening  i n  the States, the 
Philippines, and on Ji Shimd as dn send 
navigator. 

CHARLES CLARKE, formerly chief 
product engineer, Air Research Manufac- 
turing Co,  division of the Garrett Corp., 
Phoenix, Arizona plant, has been promoted 
and transferred to the main plant i n  Los 
Angeles in the same capacity. During his 
tenure in Arizona, Mr. Clarke was 1945 46 
chairman of the American Society of Tool 
Engineers, Phoenix chapter. 

CLUNG is on terminal leave, having re- Xew Unit of Frequency" (Letter to the 
turned from Chanute Field, Illmois, as Editor oi 'Electrical Engmenng). 
Weather Oflicer, where he uintructed army 
personnel in the operation of balloon- VARNES his 
borne, radio weather observing instruments with hls "lfe in Over 

the holidays. Dave is working with U.S.G.S. 
GEORGE 0. CROZIER is the father of on mineral deposits m Colorado and Ines  

a n ,  Thomas Edwin, born on July 19. in Denier. 

BARRY DIBBLE is workmg on the VICTOR WOUK is a t  present ~ i i t h  the 
Southern California Cooperative Wmd Tun- North American Philips Co. Inc. in Dobbs 
nel ~t Cnltech. Ferry, N. Y., where he i s  a circuit engineer 

1940 doing developmental and theoretical woik 
in the fields of television and FM. For the 

L I E U T ~ N A N M O L O N E L  P. M. RON- past two years Vie was employed a t  West 
NELL. director of electronics course a t  mghouse in pittsburgh, -working on the 
the U. S. Mll1tary Academy, West Point, 1s Manhattan District Project. Vie has a son. 
the author of three articles which appeared johnny, now one and one haif years old. 
n linnt last NcXember. namely. "The 



obligation-just a request on your 

Tensile Strength-psl 
70,000 to 76,000 

Elongation in 2"-5% 
15 to 20% 

Engineering Designers 
& Draftsmen, 

I Aerodynamicists and I 

I 

Stress Analysts , 

i 
R i o a c t i v i t y  Well Loggingprovides accurate informa- 

tion about subsurface formation characteristics either 

i n  open hole or through as many as three strings of 

casing. This Service is only one of Lane-Wells Techni- 

cal Oil Field Services designed to increase oil produc- 

tion and decrease production tests. Full details about 

. , .will find excellent opportunity for 

advancement on Biggest Research and 

Developmeht Projects in our history 

* 

NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION 
I N C O R P O R A T E D  

Write E .  R.  CARTER, Engtnee'ring Department 

5601 Imperial Highway, Inglewood, California 

Radioactivity Well Logging are available from Lane- 

Wells Company, 5610 South Soto Street, 10s Angelas 

11, California. 

Los Angeles  ousto on Oklahoma City 



The inside story of Union Oil's air - wells 

1. If you're over 21 you'll remember that 
back in 1932 nearly everyone made two 
stops a t  a service station. First you drove 
up to the pump island for gas, oil and 
water. Then you pulled over to the edge 
of the lot and got air. No one thought 
this was particularly unhandy. 

4. Now this change-over cost us a lot of 
money. In fact, "minor in~provements" 
such as this have raised the cost of service 
stations from about $1000 each in 1920 to 
$2 1,000 today. But we had one compelling 
reason for spending it-competition. We 
knew that if we could put out even a little 
bit better service than our competitors we 
could g d  more customers. 

U N I O N  O I L  

2. I t  certainly beat pumping up tires 
by hand. But in 1933 Unionoil's service 
station department got an idea- why 
not sink the air and water hoses on 
drums in wells under the pump island? 
Then the customer could get everything 
in one spot. 

3. To test the idea, experimental rigs were 
installed in several stations. The customers 
loved them. Air and water wells were not 
only convenient, they saved a good deal of 
time. Consequently, during 1934 all Union 
Oil stations were changed over to this type 
of equipment. 

5. If  the oil industry had been a mo- 
nopoly - private or governmental - we 
probably would have saved the money 
and let well enough alone. There's no 
need to go after more customers when 
you already have them all. But, thanks 
to  competition, we didn't. And today 
practically every Pacific Coast service 
station has followed suit. 

6. The moral? Simply this: So long as 
there's room for improvement in an indus- 
try, the only way you can guarantee maxi- 
mum progress is to  have an economic system 
that guarantees maximum incentives. Our 
American system, with its free co/riDetition, 
provides these to a degree no other systeni 
has ever approached. 

This .wries, sponsored by the people of Union Oil Company, C 0 M P A N y is ddicated to a discussion oj hoiu awl  why Anitlricon bnsi- 
ness fund ions. H 'e hope you'll f eel f ree to send in anysugst s- 
tionti or criticisms you have to offer. M rite: The President, 

O F  C A L I F O R N I A  Union ~ i l ~ o m p a n y ,  Union oi l  Bidg.,~oti .~ i igc~e^if  4, calif. 
AMERICA'S F I F T H  FREEDOM IS FREE ENTERPRISE 


